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CONTROL METHODOLOGY OF

PEDESTRIAN KINEMATICS USING THE

ACTIVE HOOD LIFT SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

The present invention relates to devices and methods for

reducing injury in some types of vehicle/pedestrian colli-

sions. More particularly, the present invention pertains to

methods and devices that mitigate pre-contact and post-con-

tact injuries arising from some types of vehicle/pedestrian

collisions such as traumatic brain injuries.

Many devices have been proposed to reduce the incidence

of impact resultant head injuries in collisions between

vehicles and pedestrians. Among them are various pop-up

hood assemblies.

Impact resultant head injuries have been modeled and char-

acterized using analysis based upon “Head Injury Criterion”

(HIC) value. Various safety devices have been developed

based on tests directed to and derived from head injury crite-

rion value. The potential severity of traumatic brain injury

(TBI) resulting from pedestrian-vehicle collisions is assessed

by the HIC value obtained from the regulatory impactor test

in which a free flight head form (human head size) is pro-

pelled to impact against a stationary vehicle to replicate head

injury accidents involving pedestrians.

Head injury criterion (HIC) is a measure of the likelihood

of head injury arising from an impact. It is defined as:

l '2 25

HIC: f adt (12 —n)

1‘2 ‘11 11

when t1, and t2 are initial and final times (in seconds) of the

interval during which HIC attains maximum value and “a” is

gravitational acceleration applied to the head. Typically, the

maximum time duration (t2—t1) is limited to a specific value

such as 36 ms for example, with tZ—tl generally being less

than or equal to 15 ms.

While head injury criterion is a valuable tool for modeling

the nature and severity of certain types of head impact inju-

ries, an entire profile of serious injuries can arise as a result of

pedestrian vehicle collisions that may not be encompassed or

adequately evaluated by head injury criteria. Traumatic brain

injury (TBI) can be closely associated with non-impact trac-

tion force due to inertia loading prior to head strike with a

striking vehicle.

Thus, it may be desirable to provide an active hood lift

method, system, and device for use with automotive vehicles

that can protect pedestrians from at least a portion of the

impact modes found to result in injuries.

 

max

SUMMARY

Disclosed herein is a method for reducing the incidence

and/or severity of pedestrian injury in the event of a collision

between a pedestrian and an automotive vehicle in which the

automotive vehicle is equipped with a hood and an active

hood lift system. The method includes the step of deploying

the hood from the vehicular use position to an elevated posi-

tion in which the rear end of the hood proximate to the

windshield is raised a spaced distance from the use position.

The deployed hood is maintained in the deployed elevated

position for an intermediate hold interval after which the hood

is lowered to at least one second position.
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An active hood lift system for an automotive vehicle is also

disclosed herein. The active hood lift system includes at least

one crash sensor mounted on the automobile configured to

detect a pedestrian and/or to receive information relating to a

crash event and produce at least one output. The active hood

lift system further including means for elevating the rear end

of the hood proximate to the windshield to a defined hood

elevation and maintain the hood in that position for an inter-

val. The active hood lift system also has an electronic control

unit configured to receive the crash sensor output and formu-

late at least one command actionable on the hood elevating

means to elevate and maintain the hood in an elevated posi-

tion for the defined interval. The active hood lift system also

includes means for lowering the rear end of the hood to a

second lowered position after the defined interval.

Also disclosed is a method for use during collisions

between a pedestrian and an automotive vehicle that includes

steps of electronically detecting the presence of a pedestrian

in a field of vehicular travel and electronically assessing at

least one characteristic of vehicular travel. This method also

includes the step of evaluating data derived from the elec-

tronic detection step and the electronic vehicular assessment

step to generate at least one responsive command actionable

on an active hood lift system resident in the automotive

vehicle and initiating the active hood lift system upon receipt

ofthe response command to alter and control operation ofthe

active hood lift system during a crash event.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to facilitate the present disclosure, reference is

made to the following illustrative drawing figures in which

like reference numerals are employed where appropriate

throughout the various views:

FIGS. 1A through 1C are directed to a sequential depiction

of deployment of an active hood lift system according to an

embodiment of the invention as disclosed herein together

with representative pedestrian kinematics;

FIG. 2 is a general process diagram of an embodiment of

the method of active hood deployment according to an

embodiment of the present invention as disclosed herein;

FIG. 3 is a schematic view of an active hood lift device

according to an embodiment of the present invention as dis-

closed herein;

FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are schematic depictions ofa hood lift

mechanism of the device of FIG. 3 according to an embodi-

ment of the invention disclosed herein;

FIG. 5 is a process diagram of an embodiment of the

method of the invention as disclosed herein;

FIG. 6 is a graphic depiction ofactively controlled stroke of

hood lift cycle according to an embodiment of the invention

disclosed herein;

FIG. 7 is a graph comparing theoretical maximum average

tractive force generated in the cervical spinal cord with and

without the active hood lift device andmethod according to an

embodiment of an invention disclosed herein; and

FIG. 8 is a graph comparing theoretical cumulative strain

damage experienced as a result of impacts with and without

the active hood lift device and method according to an

embodiment of the invention disclosed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present disclosure relates to a method and procedure

for reducing the incidence and/or severity of injury resulting

from collisions between a pedestrian and an automotive

vehicle in some types ofpedestrian-vehicle collisions paying
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particular attention to collisions and vehicular accidents that

can result in traumatic brain injury.

Traumatic brain injury can be a contributing factor in the

severity oftraffic injuries involving pedestrians. For purposes

ofthis disclosure, this type ofinjury can be defined broadly as

damage to the brain resulting from external mechanical force.

Injury can occur due to direct head impact. Injury can also be

caused by processes such as rapid acceleration or decelera-

tion occurring as a result ofnoncontact or inertial loading that

causes movement of the brain within the skull and results in

diffuse injuries.

Various embodiments disclosed herein address at least

some of the crash modalities that can give rise to at least a

portion ofthe types of injury that result from pre-contact and

post-contact head trauma. In addition, the present disclosure

presents methods and devices that address impact-induced

trauma assessed by measurements associated with Head

Injury Criterion (HIC) values. The method and device dis-

closed seek to reduce injuries sustained as a result oftrauma

that occurs before head strike in addition to those that arise as

a direct result of impact.

The method for reducing pedestrian head injury resulting

from collisions between a pedestrian and an automotive

vehicle broadly encompasses the use ofa pop-up hood system

or active hood lift system configured to lift the rear end ofthe

hood ofan automobile from a vehicle operation position to an

elevated first lift position. The method is broadly illustrated in

sequential FIGS. 1A, 1B, and 1C, and is outlined in the

process diagram in FIG. 2.

In the method 100, the rear portion of hood 12 associated

with vehicle 10 is deployed to a first elevated position 14 as

depicted in FIG. 1A. This deployment step is depicted as

reference numeral 110 in FIG. 2 and provides an interspace

between the hood component and solid components housed

underneath the hood, such as the engine and battery, due to the

lifted height of hood 12. The lifted hood 12 provides a

deformable surface for cushioned contact during impact.

The method 100 also includes the step of maintaining the

rear portion ofhood 12 in the first elevated position 14 for an

intermediate hold interval as at reference numeral 120. Upon

expiration of the hold interval, the rear portion of hood 12 is

retracted to at least one retracted position 18 as at reference

numeral 13 0. The retracted position is higher than the original

position of the rear portion of hood 12.

The retraction step 130 can be a controlled reversal of the

hood deployment motion that occurs over a suitable retraction

interval. The retraction step 130 can accomplish reversal of

the rear portion ofthe hood 12 to a position that is lower than

the first elevated lift position. The final or ultimate post crash

position of the rear portion of hood 12 after the crash

sequence is complete can be equal to the initial use position

where desired or required. However, in many embodiments,

the ultimate position ofthe rear end ofthe hood 12 is above its

original pre-crash (or use) position and can be equal to the

retracted position attained in retraction step 130. For purposes

of this disclosure, the crash event is considered complete

upon the first occurrence of either: the head of the pedestrian

makes initial contact with the vehicle or forward momentum

ofthe pedestrian toward the main body ofthe vehicle ceases.

The retraction step 130 is accomplished as a controlled

reversal of the forward motion of hood 12 through one or

more various retraction levels. In the process depicted in

FIGS. 1A through 1C, the retraction step 130 is an essentially

continuous process to an at least one intermediate level 18 (as

illustrated in FIG. 1C). The controlled reversal to the inter-

mediate retraction level will be a process and level that mini-

mizes impact energy in any subsequent primary head-vehicle
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4

collision. Movement from the level attained in the elevation

attained in the deployment andmaintenance steps to the lower

hood elevation level will occur over an interval suitable to

achieve a reduced impact force in the event the head of the

pedestrian contacts the vehicle.

The method 100 may also include the step of detecting the

presence ofa pedestrian in the path oftravel ofthe automotive

vehicle. Pedestrian detection can be accomplished by any

suitable method such as by identification by at least one

sensor device mounted on the vehicle 10.

Deployment of the rear of the automotive hood 12 can

occur at a point prior to or contemporaneously with contact

between the pedestrian P and the automotive vehicle 10. The

vehicle 10 may be equipped with a variety of visual and/or

contact sensors. Where visual sensors are employed, pedes-

trian detection and hood deployment to the first elevated lift

position may occur in the interval immediately prior to pedes-

trian contact with the oncoming vehicle. It is also within the

purview of the present disclosure for the deployment step to

be coincident with pedestrian contact. In this latter scenario,

the vehicle 10 may have pressure sensors located on the

leading surfaces of the vehicle such as the front bumper that

detect the pedestrian and trigger deployment. The type and

nature ofpedestrian sensing systems and/or timing ofdeploy-

ment can vary depending on vehicle configuration, traffic

safety regulations, governmental requirements and the like.

Regardless of the mode of pedestrian detection, method

100 contemplates that deployment or hood lift may be con-

trolled such that maximum hood stroke value is reached at a

point equal or immediately prior to substantial contact

between the pedestrian P and hood 12. The stroke value of

deployment, as well as variables such as deployment rate,

hold time and retraction rate and retraction level can be situ-

ation dependent. These process variables are calculated based

upon at least one of: pedestrian size and impact speed (pre-

dicted or calculated). Thus the method and device disclosed

herein may include steps directed to ascertainment of the

approximate size of the pedestrian and result in variation of

the timing and/or stroke value ofthe hood lift cycle to provide

a “soft catch” event that accommodates these variations. In

the embodiments ofthe method disclosed herein, full deploy-

ment is considered to be a maximum stroke value greater than

100 mm. In certain applications, the stroke value will be

between 100 mm and 500 mm, with a stroke value between

100 mm and 400 mm employed in certain situations.

In pedestrian impacts utilizing the 50th percentile Ameri-

can male whole body model and a full scale vehicle having a

minivan configuration that is progressing in a manner that

results in a striking velocity of 25 mph, optimal hood stroke

could be 500 mm. In this scenario, a deployment interval of30

ms may be employed. The deployment interval can be varied

depending on factors including, but not to limited to, impact

speed, pedestrian size, etc. In some embodiments, it is con-

templated that hood intervals of30 ms or less will be desired.

In the scenario depicted in FIG. 1A, full deployment ofthe

hood 12 to the first elevated lift position 14 occurs at 30 ms.

The full deployment in this scenario is a maximum hood

stroke value of 500 m. At the point of maximum hood

stroke, the pedestrian P is oriented such that torso 20 andhead

22 remain in upright aligned relationship with the upper torso

20 and head 22 of pedestrian P generally away from contact

with hood 12. This interval is graphically depicted as in FIG.

6 as the deployment phase or hood lift 310.

In method 1 00, the automotive hood 12 is maintained at the

elevated lift position for an intermediate interval. This is

graphically depicted in FIG. 6 as hold interval 320. The hold

time interval 320 is one sufficient to permit increasing contact
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between hood 12 and upper torso 20 of pedestrian P in the

manner illustrated in FIG. 1B. The actual value of intermedi-

ate interval can vary depending upon factors including, but

not limited to, vehicle speed, pedestrian size, etc. The opti-

mum value of the intermediate interval (hold time) will be

calculated based upon various target factors.

In certain embodiments such as the scenario depicted in

FIGS. 1A through 1C, the method 100 will have an interme-

diate interval (hold time 320) of up to 30 ms. The hold time

320 can conclude at a point prior to or coincident with the

occurrence of an impact force maximum between hood 12

and pedestrian P. In various embodiments, it is contemplated

that the impact force maximum coincides with general align-

ment oftorso 20 with the plane ofhood 12. At the conclusion

ofthe hold time interval 320, the direction oftravel ofhood 12

is revised as depicted by arrow 16.

Method 100 also includes the step of lowering the automo-

tive hood 12 to at least one retracted position at the end ofthe

hold time 320. The lowering or hood down phase 330 is a

controlled reversal of direction of travel of the hood 12 back

toward the initial hood orientation. The hood 12 can be

retracted to a final position generally equal to the initial hood

orientation. It is also contemplated that the travel of the hood

12 during the hood down phase can terminate at a position

that is less than maximum hood stroke but greater than the

initial orientation of the hood 12 at the beginning of the

process.

In the embodiment of the method depicted in FIGS. 1A

through 1C, retraction in the hood down phase can proceed to

a level denoted at reference numeral 18 In the embodiment

depicted, lowered level 18 is less than 50% of the maximum

stroke value. The speed ofretraction and the ultimate position

of lowered level 18 can be situation dependant based upon

initial factor such as pedestrian size and impact velocity. The

speed and ultimate level ofretraction can also be dynamically

derived based upon measurements taken during the crash

event related to the impact force occurring at the elevated

hood and the required counterforce exerted during retraction

necessary to achieve a “soft catch”. In the scenario depicted in

FIG. 1C, the retraction interval is 90 ms. Retraction intervals

ofup to 100 ms are generally contemplated. At the end of the

retraction interval, the upper torso 20 of pedestrian P has

made contact with the hood 12 and general alignment

between the spine and head 22 has been re-established.

It is contemplated that the hood 12 can be held in the

elevated first position for an interval sufficient to permit align-

ment of the upper torso 20 of the pedestrian P with the hood

12. Upon alignment, the direction oftravel ofthe hood 12 will

be reversed and hood 12 will decline at a rate compatible with

the continued apparent forward travel of the pedestrian P

relative to hood 12 occurring as a result of the continued

forward travel of vehicle 10 at this point in the crash event.

The mechanism and method responds to contact by pedes-

trian P with hood 12 by initiating a controlled retraction. This

permits a reduction of the momentum of the pedestrian P

relative to the vehicle 12. This accomplishes a “soft catch” of

the pedestrian, cushioning and reducing impact energy during

contact between the pedestrian torso 20 and prior to initial

contact between head 22 and the vehicle 10. The process also

cushions and reduces traction force on the cervical spinal

cord.

Thus, the transition between the various phases ofhood lift

310, hold time 320, and hood down 330 can be time depen-

dant and/or event dependant. These can be derived from

dynamic calculations as well as from solution sets maintained

in an onboard data library or look up table. The phase transi-

tions can also be triggered in whole or in part by dynamic
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conditions that evolve during the crash event including, but

not limited to, dynamic impact loading.

The hood lift mechanism 30 may be any mechanism con-

figured to achieve elevate the rear end of the associated auto-

motive hood 12 from the vehicle operation or use position to

at least a first elevated lift position and achieve controlled

retraction of the hood 12 from the first elevated lift position

during a crash event. One nonlimiting embodiment of suit-

able hood elevating and retraction means is set forth in FIGS.

4A and 4B. The hood lift mechanism 30 is depicted in the

non-deployed or vehicular use position in FIG. 4A and in the

elevated or maximum stroke position in FIG. 4B.

The hood lift mechanism 30 includes a pair ofscissors arms

32, 32' pivotally connected to one another at joint 34. Joint 34

is connected to hood 12 in a manner that permits pivotal

movement of the arms 32, 32' relative to each other. The

opposed ends 34, 34' of arms 32, 32' are each connected to

suitable cam drives 36, 36'. Cam drives 36, 36' are configured

to provide symmetrical rotation of the respective drives with

forward direction of the cam drives 34, 34' being denoted by

arrow 38, 38'. This motion translates in travel of pins 40, 40'

in a direction toward one another relative to guide rail 42 in

the direction of arrows 44, 44' with a general decrease in the

interior angle defined by arms 32, 32'. This translates into

upward movement of attached hood 12.

Further rotational movement ofcam drives 36, 36' through

the definedpath 38, 38' oftravel results in reversal ofthe travel

of pins 40, 40' relative to guide rail 42 in the direction of

arrows 48, 48' with associated increase in the interior angle

defined by arms 32, 32' and decrease in the height of the

elevation of hood 12.

The hood lift mechanism 30 can be associated with a suit-

able control system. A nonlimiting example of such a system

is illustrated in FIG. 3. The hood lift mechanism 30 is opera-

tively connected to a suitable actuator 50 to initiate and con-

trol operation the hood lift mechanism 30 and associated

hood 12. Actuator 52 is connected to at least one load cell 52,

which provides output to electronic control unit 54.

The system depicted in FIG. 3 also includes crash sensor 56

configured to detect events occurring in the vehicle and its

immediate surroundings associated with a pedestrian impact

event. Nonlimiting examples of such events include at least

one of sudden vehicle deceleration, detection of a pedestrian

in the field of forward vehicle travel, and/or contact between

pedestrian and vehicle. Detection of occurrence of such

events is translated into output by the crash sensor 56 and is

relayed to electronic control unit 54.

The crash sensor 56 canbe a single unit or can be integrated

with several different sensing units configured to detect one

or more events or occurrences. Nonlimiting examples of suit-

able sensing units that can be combined or arranged in crash

sensor 56 include at least one of a pedestrian sensor and

vehicle diagnostic sensor. Suitable pedestrian sensors can

include various vehicle-mounted devices configured to detect

and identify pedestrians in the path ofthe vehicle. The pedes-

trian sensors can include contact sensors, radar, or visual

detection devices, or a combination of both. The pedestrian

sensors can be configured to ascertain parameters including

but not limited to distance between pedestrian and vehicle,

time to impact, pedestrian size and approximate weight, and

the like. Suitable vehicle diagnostic sensors can include

devices configured to inventory and evaluate vehicular opera-

tion parameters immediately prior to and during the crash

interval. These include but are not limited to, vehicular speed,

vehicular acceleration or deceleration, projected angle of

impact, and the like.
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Relevant data from crash sensor 56 and load cell 52 can be

conveyed to electronic control unit 54 for formulation into

suitable commands issued to actuator 50. The electronic con-

trol unit 54 can have any suitable configuration. Where

desired or required, the electronic control unit 54 can be

configured with a suitable look-up table or library of impact

solutions based on variables such as pedestrian height,

weight, angle of impact, vehicular speed, rate of acceleration

and deceleration, etc. These can be accessed to determine

optimal stroke ofhood lift as well as hold time and/or degree

of retraction to effectively absorb impact energy prior to any

contact between head 22 and the striking vehicle.

A representative example of a suitable process sequence

and logic is set forth in FIG. 5. The process sequence 200

commences with a defined triggering event such as detection

ofa pedestrian as at reference numeral 210. Pedestrian detec-

tion 210 can include various verification processes to confirm

that the object in the vehicle path is a pedestrian. Validation

processes can include estimation of pedestrian body size.

Such data can be relayed to a suitable electronic control unit

associated with the hood lift system.

Concurrent or subsequent to pedestrian detection, the

vehicle can be assessed for the occurrence or onset of rapid

vehicle deceleration as at reference numeral 220. Rapid

vehicle deceleration can be ascertained from various inputs

including, but not limited to, vehicle diagnostics and sensors

associated with the braking system and the like.

In the process sequence 200, detection of a pedestrian in

the field of vehicle travel as at 210 can prompt a plurality of

responses including investigation regarding driver initiated

rapid deceleration (i.e., braking) as well as determination of

the level of deceleration achieved.

It is contemplated that scanning for pedestrians will occur

in an essentially continuous manner predetermined intervals

during normal vehicular operation. Pedestrian detection plus

rapid vehicular deceleration will result in the initiation of

various analytical routines based upon protocols and data

maintained at a suitable location such as the electronic control

unit associated with the active hood lift device. Initiation of

such analytical routines is set forth in the process diagram at

reference numeral 230. Various analytic operations that can

be performed include, but are not limited to, reference to

look-up table(s) housed within an associated electronic con-

trol unit in order to compare actual data to solution sets to

generate an optimal response solution to control deployment

and operation of the hood lift device.

During the process sequence 200, data regarding load

occurring during impact can be measured by load cell(s)

installed adjacent to various actuator(s) in the active hood lift

device as at reference numeral 240. The data can be transmit-

ted to the electronic controller unit to calculate the optimal

stroke ofhood lift and hold time as at reference numeral 250.

The calculated solution can be used to control actuator and

any drive devices associated with the hood lift device as at

reference numeral 260. The cycle of load cell measurement,

hood lift and hold time and motor control is repeated until the

actuation cycle is complete as at reference numerals 220 and

280.

A graphic representation ofa hood lift cycle based upon the

process sequence of FIG. 5 is depicted in FIG. 6. In the

process depicted in FIG. 6, the stroke of hood lift can be

controlled to provide a hood lift value calculated to impact

energy based upon the particular crash parameters. The goal

is to effectively absorb impact energy prior to primary contact

between the pedestrian’s head and the striking vehicle. For

example, a 50th percentile American male involved in a col-

lision with a minivan-type vehicle operating at a striking
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velocity of 25 mph may require a combination of 500 mm

hood lift deployed over a 30 ms interval. Stroke and/or dura-

tion ofthe hood lift interval 310 may vary based upon pedes-

trian characteristics and the like.

The hood lift cycle also includes a suitable hold time inter-

val 320. During the hold time interval 320 the hood is main-

tained at or near the maximum attained stroke. The duration

of hold time interval 320 is that sufficient to permit contact

between pedestrian and hood. This interval can be governed

by timers and data resident in any associated electronic con-

trol unit based upon characteristics such as pedestrian size

and crash parameters. The hold time interval 320 can be

governed by dynamic load data received through associated

load cells. The hold time interval 320 can be determined by a

combination of the two foregoing situations. The hold time

interval can end at a moment that corresponds to a predeter-

mined input load maximum. For example, for the 50th per-

centile American noted above, a hold time 320 of30 ms may

be warranted.

The hood down or retraction interval 33 0 can be initiated at

the defined point of maximum impact load as noted above.

The hood down portion of the cycle involves the controlled

lowering of the hood to a predetermined intermediate level

(i.e., leveli3 at 340; level 72 at 350; level 1 at 360) in order

to minimize impact load experienced as the head makes pri-

mary contact with the striking vehicle. In the case of the 50th

percentile American male noted above, the reverse stroke of

the hood during the hood down level may be to leveliin an

interval of 100 ms. The reverse stroke and/or duration of load

down interval 330 can vary depending on pedestrian size,

impact value, and the like.

The combination ofhood stroke and cycle can be employed

to yield optimum results and result in the desired “soft catch.”

It is contemplated that both the stroke value of the hood lift

and the hold time can be adjusted to optimize for different

sized pedestrians.

Various optimizations and combinations of stroke and hold

can be derived from data maintained in the look-up table in

the electronic control unit as well as by dynamic derivation

based on load cell data. It is also contemplated that the data

can be customized as to make and model of vehicle.

The method and device disclosed herein are predicated on

the fundamental concept that the severity ofpedestrian injury,

particularly injuries to the brain, can be reduced by reducing

the impact energy resulting from the pedestrian vehicle col-

lision as soon as possible in the interval before the pedestrian

head contacts the striking vehicle. Furthermore, it is believed

that the method and device disclosed herein can contribute to

reduced risk of precontact and postcontact traumatic brain

injury in certain situations.

FIGS. 7 and 8 present representative results for a minivan-

to-AM50th percentile pedestrian collision. As shown in

FIGS. 7 and 8, lifting the rear end ofthe hood up to a 500 mm

stroke prior to primary head strike for a calculated striking

velocity of 25 mph and implementing the cycle disclosed

herein (specifically hood lift 30 ms; hold time 30 ms; hood

down to level 1 in an interval less than 60 ms) resulted in

significant reductions in significant reductions in both maxi-

mum average tractive force generated in the cervical spinal

cord (Fmm“) and cumulative slain damage measure

(CDSM). Forpurposes ofthis analysis, Fmm“ is calculated at

the occipital condyle. In addition, the HIC value was reduced

to less than 200 by actively controlling the pop-up hood

system through deployment, hold time, and hood down

cycles.

The effectiveness of the actively controlled hood lift sys-

tem as disclosed herein is evaluated against systems that lack
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or omit the hood-down phase ofthe cycle. For this, a nominal

case is proposed in which the same crash conditions are

addressed with a hood lift scenario in which the stroke is 100

mm and hold time is 30 ms with a hood down to level 0.

Fmm“ was reduced to approximately 1/2 of the nominal case

(~30N to 13 N) and CSDM was reduced to almost zero.

While the invention has been described in connection with

what is presently considered to be the most practical and

preferred embodiment, it is to be understood that the inven-

tion is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiments but, on

the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and

equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope

of the appended claims, which scope is to be accorded the

broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifica-

tions and equivalent structures as is permitted under the law.

What is claimed:

1. A method for reducing pedestrian injury resulting from

collisions between a pedestrian and an automotive vehicle

having a body and a hood having a forward end and a rear end

proximate to the vehicular windshield and at least one actua-

tor in operational communication between the automotive

vehicle body and the hood, the hood oriented in a vehicle use

position during vehicular operation, the method comprising:

detecting the presence of a pedestrian in a path oftravel of

the automotive vehicle, wherein the deployment step

occurs prior to or contemporaneously with physical con-

tact between the pedestrian and the automotive vehicle;

deploying the automotive hood from the vehicle use posi-

tion with the front end ofthe hood and the rear end ofthe

hood proximate to the vehicle body to a first elevated lift

position wherein the rear end of the hood is elevated

relative to the vehicle use position and the front end of

the hood remains at a location proximate to the vehicle

body, wherein the first elevated lift position locates the

rear end to contact the pedestrian, andwherein activation

of the at least one actuator relative to the vehicle body

results in deployment of the hood;

maintaining the rear end of the automotive hood in the

first elevated position for an intermediate hold inter-

val, the maintaining step accomplished, at least in part

by the at least one actuator; and

lowering the rear end of the automotive hood to at least

one retracted position upon expiration ofthe interme-

diate hold interval together with the pedestrian,

wherein the rear end of the hood in the retracted

position is lower than the rear end of the hood in the

first elevated lift position and wherein the position of

the rear end ofthe hood is greater than or equal to the

position of the rear end ofthe hood in the vehicle use

position, wherein the lowering step is triggered by at

least one actuator, such that the actuator controls the

deploying, maintaining and lowering steps and

wherein at least one of reverse stroke and duration of

the lowering interval varies with pedestrian size.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the deployment step

occurs prior to physical contact between the pedestrian and

the automotive vehicle.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the automotive hood is

deployed to a first elevated lift position wherein the rear end

is between 100 mm and 500 mm above the use position.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the lowering step

includes the steps of controlled retraction of the automotive

hood from the first elevated lift position to a retracted position

over an interval.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the automotive hood

deploying step occurs prior to contact between the pedestrian

and the automotive vehicle and wherein the maintaining step
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commences at a time proximate to initial contact between the

pedestrian and the automotive hood.

6. The method ofclaim 5 wherein the pedestrian contacting

the hood results in an impact having an impact value and

wherein the automotive hood lowering step commences con-

temporaneously with contact between the pedestrian and the

automotive front hood.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the automotive front

hood deployment step interval is sufficient to maintain align-

ment of pedestrian head and cervical spine and the automo-

tive front hood maintenance and lowering steps proceed in a

manner and interval sufficient to minimize at least one of

centrifugal force due to body rotation and intracranial strain

concentration upon direct head contact with the automotive

vehicle.

8. A hood lift system for use with an automotive vehicle

having body and a hood, the hood having a front end and an

opposed rear end proximate to the windshield, the hood main-

tained in an operational use position during routine operation

of the automotive vehicle, the hood lift system comprising:

at least one crash sensor array mounted on the automotive

vehicle, the crash sensor array configured to receive

information associated with a crash event and convey at

least one signal relevant thereto, the crash sensor array

including:

at least one pedestrian detection sensor, configured to

detect a pedestrian located in an immediate field of

vehicular travel of the automotive vehicle; and

at least one vehicular diagnostic system configured to

assess at least one vehicle performance characteristic;

an elevating and retracting device configured to act on the

rear end ofthe hood to move the rear end of the hood to

and from an initial crash orientation, while the front end

of the hood remains in the operational use position,

wherein the hood elevating and retracting device is con-

figured to lower the rear end ofthe automotive hood to a

retracted position, wherein the rear end ofthe hood in the

retracted position is lower than the rear end of the hood

in the first elevated position and is elevated relative to the

rear end ofthe hood when the rear end is in the vehicular

use position;

at least one actuator positioned between the vehicle body

and the hood, the at least one actuator operatively con-

nected to the elevating and retracting means;

at least one load cell connected to the elevating and retract-

ing means, the load cell configured to detect and calcu-

late an impact load placed upon the front hood;

an electronic control unit configured to receive at least one

output from the crash sensor array and at least one output

from the load cell and to formulate a command action-

able on the at least one actuator based at least in part on

the received outputs; and

at least one mechanism configured to vary at least one of:

an automotive hood elevation interval; a hold interval

during which the rear end of the automotive hood is

maintained at the first elevated position; a retraction

interval during which the rear end ofan automotive front

hood is lowered from the first elevated position to the

retracted position.

9. The hood lift system ofclaim 8 wherein the hood elevat-

ing means comprises:

at least one arm member connected to the actuator and

connected to the automotive hood at a location distal to

the leading portion of the automotive vehicle;

at least one controller, the controller in communication

with the actuator device and the electronic control unit,

the controller configured to initiate the actuation device
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upon receipt of a command from the electronic control

unit to elevate the automotive hood to the first elevated

position.

10. The hood lift system ofclaim 8 wherein the automotive

hood elevating means is configured to elevate the rear edge of

the automotive hood to a distance at least 100 mm about the

position of the rear edge of the hood in the vehicular use

position.

11. The hood lift system ofclaim 8 wherein the automotive

hood elevating means is configured to elevate the rear edge of

the automotive hood to a distance between 100 mm and 500

mm above the position of the rear edge of the hood in the

vehicular use position.

12. A method for use during collisions between a pedes-

trian and an automotive vehicle equippedwith the active hood

lift device that includes at least one crash sensor array

mounted on the automotive vehicle, the crash sensor array

configured to receive information associated with a crash

event and convey at least one signal relevant thereto, the crash

sensor array including:

at least one pedestrian detection sensor, configured to

detect a pedestrian located in an immediate field of

vehicular travel of the automotive vehicle; and

at least one vehicular diagnostic system configured to

assess at least one vehicle performance characteristic;

at least one hood elevating actuator configured to elevate

and retract the rear end ofthe hood to and from an initial

crash orientation while maintaining a front end of the

hood in the vehicular use position, wherein the hood

elevating actuator is configured to lower the rear end of

the automotive hood to a retracted position, wherein the

retracted position is lower than the first elevated position

and is elevated relative to the vehicular use position;

at least one load cell connected to the hood elevating actua-

tor, the load cell configured to detect and calculate an

impact load placed upon the front hood;

an electronic control unit configured to receive at least one

output from the crash sensor array and at least one output

from the load cell and to formulate a command action-

able on the at least one actuator based at least in part on

the received outputs; and

means for varying at least one of an automotive hood

elevation interval; a hold interval during which the rear

end of the automotive hood is maintained at the first

elevated position; and a retraction interval during which

the automotive front hood is lowered from the first

elevated position to the retracted position, wherein the

method comprises:
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electronically detecting the presence of a pedestrian in a

field of vehicular travel using the at least one sensor

mounted on the automotive vehicle;

electronically assessing at least one characteristic of

vehicular travel upon electronic detection of the

pedestrian, wherein the at least one characteristic of

vehicular travel includes at least one ofthe following:

vehicle speed, vehicle deceleration;

transmitting data regarding presence of the pedestrian

and assessment of the at least one characteristic of

vehicular travel to an electronic control unit;

evaluating data produced in the electronic detection step

and the electronic assessment step in the electronic

control unit, the evaluation step resulting in at least

one response command actionable on the automotive

hood elevating means and the at least one actuator;

elevating the rear edge of the automotive hood to a first

elevated lift position, wherein the elevation step

occurs by action of the at least one actuator on the

elevating means and the automotive hood;

maintaining the rear edge of the automotive front hood

in the first elevated lift position for an intermediate

hold interval, wherein the maintaining step is con-

trolled by the elevating means and the at least one

actuator; and

lowering the automotive hood relative to the vehicle

body to at least one retracted position upon expiration

of the intermediate hold interval together with the

pedestrian, wherein the retracted position is lower

than the first elevated lift position and is greater than

or equal to the vehicle use position, wherein the low-

ering step is controlled by the elevating means and the

at least one actuator.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the automotive front

hood elevation step occurs prior to contact between the asso-

ciated automotive vehicle and the pedestrian.

14. The method ofclaim 12 wherein initial contact between

the automotive front hood of the associated automotive

vehicle and the pedestrian occurs at the outset of the hood

elevation maintenance interval.

15. The method ofclaim 14 wherein the maintenance inter-

val concludes proximate to full contact between the automo-

tive hood and the pedestrian.

16. The method of claim 14 wherein the rear edge of the

hood is elevated greater than 100 mm from the vehicular use

position.


